
1.17. COOL

1.17 Cool
This section will define how your extruder cooling fan will operate during
the print. Your fan will not start until it has reached 25% or higher for
speed settings. If your print speeds are slowed down due to minimal layer
time, the fan will run between minimum and maximum speed based upon
how much the layer is slowed down.

Fan on at Full Height
This is your Z height where your fan will be turned on to its minimum
percentage setting. Especially helpful with high temperature retaining
filaments such as PLA. This will be scaled between 0%, and your minimum
fan speed based upon layer height; with it being disabled for the first layer.

Fan Speed Min
This will be the speed your fan runs when enabled at full height. Once the
Z height is reached for Fan on at Full Height, this will be the speed your
fan runs at.

Fan Speed Max
This is the fastest speed at which your fan will ever run. When your print
speed is slowed down due to minimal layer time, your fan will run between
minimum and maximum speed. The maximum fan speed is reached when
your printer must be slowed by 50% or greater.

1.18 Support
You define how your support material is generated here. You must have
some form of support turned on in the basic settings in order for these
settings to have an effect.

Structure Type
You can choose between a Grid or a Line pattern for your support material.
The grid will be a checkerboard pattern in the X and Y direction. The
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line option will produce lines in along the y axis for support. The grid
will provide stronger support than the line option, but will be harder to
remove.

Overhang Angle for Support
This will determine where support material is generated. In general you
will be able to print a model with 45 to 90 degree angles in relation to the
bed without support. We recommend leaving this setting at 45.

Fill Amount
This will determine how dense your support material is printed, similar to
Infill Percentage. The higher percentage the better support, but it will be
harder to remove the support material and will use more material.

Distance X/Y
This will determine how far away from your object in the X/Y plane that
the support material is being placed.

Distance Z
This will determine how far away your support material is from your object
in the vertical direction. A smaller number here makes for better support,
but makes it harder to remove.

1.19 Black Magic
This section allows you to transform your model into a hollow shell, a single
layer thick.

Spiralize the Outer Contour
This causes your Z axis to be constantly moving upward as printing your
single outer wall shell. The results are no layer change lines, giving a much
smoother surface. This setting is typically only used for artistic objects as
they will be fragile.
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Only Follow Mesh Surface
This will cause your print to follow the outside of your model, building
it completely hollow with a single wall outer shell. The only difference
between this and Spiralize, is that the Z axis moves regularly. That is, it
prints a layer and then moves up to the next one.

1.20 Brim
Brim circles the base of the print while making contact, helping adhere
the print to the heated plate. This is only one layer thick, and easily
removed post-print. This section defines how the brim is formed when
brim is activated in basic settings.

Brim Line Amount
This will determine the distance the brim will cover around the outside of
your object. The more brim used, the better your part will adhere to the
plate.

1.21 Raft
Raft is a platform built underneath your object, designed to help adhesion
and prevent warping. It will lay down support material, and then a
platform on top of the supports. Your model will be built on top of this
platform. The bottom surface of your printed part will not be as clean or
as even when using this option. Raft is typically not recommended.

Extra Margin
This determines the distance around the outside of your object that the
raft is created. Can be helpful for ensuring no warping of the lower layers.
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Line Spacing
This will determine the spacing between “support” lines for the raft.
A small spacing makes the support structures closer together improving
strength of the raft, but uses more material.

Base Thickness
This defines how thick your raft will be.

Base Line Width
This will define how wide your “support” material is for the raft. This
setting will determine how well the surface layers of the raft print.

Interface Thickness
This will determine how thick the surface layers of the raft are. The surface
layers are the platform that is built upon the supports.

Interface Line Width
This will determine how wide the top layers of the platform will be. In
general, you can keep this set to your nozzle size, as surface quality of the
removable raft is not important.

Airgap
This will define the distance between your raft and your print. A larger
gap will make your part easier to remove, but will make the bottom of your
print look worse.

Surface Layers
This will determine the number of layers that create the “platform” of your
raft. If you have a wide line spacing, you may want to increase this number
to ensure a solid platform.
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1.22 Fix Horrible
These are some of the more advanced and experimental options. They are
designed to help repair models with errors to make them suitable for 3D
printing. They do not always work. Please be cautious when using these
options as they can have unintended effects on your print quality.

Combine Everything (Type-A)
This will attempt to fix all external mesh errors, while keeping internal
holes intact. This can accidentaly fill in intentional internal holes.

Combine Everything (Type-B)
This will ignore all internal holes of the model and only focus on the external
holes. This is helpful when only the outside finish of the model is important.

Keep Open Faces
This will ignore all manifold errors in the object. It can create issues
generating the Gcode as Cura does not know how to interpret the open
holes. This option should only be used if you are sure that the holes in the
mesh are intended. In general, you should not use this option.

Extensive Stiching
This causes Cura to automatically add triangle meshes in an attempt to
fix manifold errors. This algorithm will greatly increase Gcode generation
time and may end up adding in un-intended meshes. It is recommended
that you repair your model through Meshlab or your CAD program before
attempting this option.
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1.23 Printrun
Website: http://www.github.com/kliment/Printrun The host software,
Printrun, can be used to start up and control your 3D printer (Figure 1.19,
page 44). The host controls include: setting the extruder and print surface

Figure 1.18: Printrun application for 3D printer control

temperatures, manual control of each axis, and manual extrusion. The host
is also where you can push print files (.gcode) to the 3D printer or load
print files from the SD card for printing out model designs.

Installing Printrun
Printrun contains several different applications that can be used to con-
trol the Mini 3D printer. It can be installed on Windows, Mac OSX
and Linux based computers. Pronterface is the graphical user interface
for Printrun. Pronsole allows printing from the command line, and
can be used for scripting and some automation. Plater allows you
to arrange and combine several STL files into one. More information
on the other programs within the Printrun package can be found at
https://github.com/kliment/Printrun. Printrun can be downloaded
from LulzBot.com/support/downloads. Download the version for your
operating system and extract. You will need an archive manager to extract
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the files. If you do not have one installed we recommend using 7-zip, which
can be downloaded for free at www.7-zip.org.

Windows Instructions
• Once downloaded, extract the dist folder to a location of your

choice. You can rename the dist folder if you like. Double click
pronterface.exe to run Pronterface.

Mac OSX Instructions

• Once downloaded, extract the dist folder to a location of your choice.
Once extracted, double click the pronterface-mac.app file to install.

Linux Instructions
Debian|Ubuntu

Recommended Installation

• We recommend using the stand-alone Printrun option found at
https://www.LulzBot.com/?=support/downloads. Once down-
loaded and extracted, navigate to the extracted directory. Install
the dependencies by issuing the following command in a termi-
nal: sudo apt-get install python-serial python-wxgtk2.8
python-pyglet. Once the dependencies have been installed, run
Pronterface by using the following command in a terminal: python
pronterface.py.

Installing from source

• Using Git, in a terminal issue the following command: git clone
https://github.com/kliment/printrun.git

• Once downloaded, change to the Printrun directory. You will need to
ensure that the following dependencies are met. They are listed in the
README.md file. You can use this command to install the depen-
dencies: sudo apt-get install python-serial python-wxgtk2.8
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python-pyglet python-tornado python-setuptools
python-libxml2 python-gobject python-pip avahi-daemon
libavahi-compat-libdnssd1 followed by: pip install -r
requirements.txt To install in a terminal issue the following
command: sudo python setup.py install. Run Printrun by
issuing the following command: python pronterface.py

Fedora

• Use this command to install Printrun from the official sources: sudo
yum install printrun

Archlinux

• Use this command to install Printun from AUR: yaourt rintrun

1.24 Using Printrun

Figure 1.19: Printrun
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Printrun is used to control the printer from a computer. It is divided into
4 main parts: The buttons over the top are used to connect to the printer,
load files and start & stop prints.

The movement controls are on the left hand side, with the G-code
preview window in the center and the Log window and Terminal command
entry box on the right hand side (Figure 1.19, page 44).

Connecting to the Mini 3D Printer
To start up the printer, first you will need to connect to the printer with
Printrun. Make sure you have connected the USB cable from your PC
to the printer before launching Printrun. If not, close Printrun, connect
the USB cable, and relaunch Printrun. To connect to the printer, select
the correct port by using the drop down arrow and selecting the active
port, generally /dev/ttyACM0). On other operating systems the port may
be named such as COM1 or tty.usbserial-USB-ID. The Port button will
refresh the Port listing. Once selected choose the default 115200 buad rate
and press Connect. Pronterface will open a connection to the printer and
display firmware information in the Log window.

In the text output window you will see multiple return lines. If you see
Printer is now online you have successfully connected to the printer.
The printer control buttons on the left will also darken and become click-
able after connecting. If nothing is displayed in the Log window verify you
have the correct port and connection speed selected. When you need to
disconnect the printer simply press the Disconnect button.
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Figure 1.20: Printrun Functions

Movement

Figure 1.21: Movement Controls
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Motors off

The Mini 3D printer can be moved on all three axes independently. If you
would like to do so by hand, use the Motors off button to unlock all the
stepper motors. Once unlocked they can be moved by hand. Keep in mind
that there is no positional feedback, so if you move an axis you will need
to re-home in order to re-establish the hot end’s position.

mm/min XY:/ Z:

These settings control the manual jog speeds when driven with Pronterface.
Use caution when changing these figures. Moving the axes too fast can
cause the printer to miss steps. If that occurs with the Z axis, it can
potentially cause the Z axis to become out of square.

Homing

Caution: when homing, the axis will continue to move in the negative
direction until the end stop switch is activated. If the printer is ever
transported make sure the end stop switches are clear before resuming
printing. If an axis has missed an end stop and is continuing to try to
move in the negative direction, immediately turn the power switch to the
off position.

Each axes can be homed either individually or together. Press the Home
X button to move the X axis to the left until it activates the end stop. Once
the X axis end stop is activated, the X axis carriage will ’bounce’- it will
move over and move back to the home position more slowly. Press the Home
Y button to home the Y axis. The Y axis platform will move away from you
towards the rear of the printer. The Z home button functions the same,
but the Z trigger cannot be adjusted manually on the printer and uses the
automatic bed-compensating routine at the beginning of each print.

X/Y/Z Axes Movement Controls

Prior to moving the X, Y, or Z axis, make sure that you home each axis.
The X, Y and Z axes can be moved utilizing the circular movement controls.
Each axis can be moved in either fine moves or large moves, ranging from
0.1mm to 100mm. For example, to move the Y Axis towards you, move
your mouse to the +y section until both the +y and the 100 are highlighted
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then select that ring section. To move the Y axis away from you, move
your mouse to the -y section until both the -y and the 100 are highlighted
then select that ring section. The X axis can be moved in a similar fashion.

The Z axis movement control operates similarly, but the movement scale
is different. The Z axis will move in 0.1mm, 1mm and 10mm increments.
The top half of the movement bar will move the Z axis up, by the selected
units, while the lower half will move the Z axis down, by the selected units.

1.25 CAD and 3D Modeling Software
LulzBot is not distributing a CAD or 3D modeling software package. How-
ever, multiple free/libre software packages are available. Other common
non-free CAD and 3D modeling software are also capable of exporting the
required .STL files.

On some CAD and 3D modeling software you will need to select
millimeters as the output unit. If possible it is best to build your 3D design
in metric units rather than imperial units. Slic3r requires .STL files sized
in millimeters. If an .STL with inches as units is loaded into the Slic3r, the
model will be scaled much smaller than expected. You can scale the model
by 2540% to compensate. The software listed below outputs millimeters as
the unit by default.

FreeCAD
Website: http://free-cad.sourceforge.net

Although still in development, FreeCAD is a great free/libre CAD
application. Containing a full GUI for building CAD models, FreeCAD
is capable of creating simple to complex designs. STL files can also easily
be exported for use with 3D printing. FreeCAD is available for GNU/Linux,
Windows, and Mac. The latest development version is recommended.

OpenSCAD
Website: http://openscad.org

OpenSCAD is another free/libre CAD software; however, different than
FreeCAD, it is script based. Rather than using a GUI to generate CAD
designs, OpenSCAD CAD designs are created using script based renderings.
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Users with programming experience would find this very useful. Also,
OpenSCAD uses a simple script language that is easy for users with little
or no programming experience to learn.

Blender
Website: http://blender.org

The most widely used free/libre 3D modeling software, Blender is well
documented with tutorials available on the Blender.org website as well as
found online.

Shapesmith
Website: http://shapesmith.net

Shapesmith is a web-based 3D modeling software. This means there is
no required software to get started designing models. Shapesmith is also a
great choice for anyone starting out in CAD/ 3D modeling.

1.26 Alternative Printer Host Software
OctoPrint
Website: http://octoprint.org/

Octoprint is a printer host that uses a web-based interface to access
and control the 3D printer. Added web-cam functionality allows for time-
lapse videos and a live stream. Octoprint will run on Windows, Apple and
Linux based computers and can even run well on a Beagle Bone Black or
a RaspberryPi (inexpensive business-card sized computers).

BotQueue
Website: https://www.botqueue.com/

Botqueue works well for those users wanting to have a web-based
multiple 3D printer operation running off a queuing system.

MatterControl
Website: http://www.mattercontrol.com/
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MatterControl is another printer host that currently runs on Windows
and Apple computers. It features 2D and 3D model viewing, a print queue
and print file organization and searching.
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